**BRIEFS**

News on Campus

Don't forget the Pop Rally tonight, Friday, at 7 o'clock at Baker College — see the announcement in Arkansas Eye. The Rice Student Council test will be next Monday, November 9, at 10 a.m. in the Univeristy Center lounge. All those who did not pass the first test must take another. Students are transfer students, and those who used "Flage" as their first test are required to be present.

(Continued on Page 10)
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- **BOB'S NEWS**
  - Delegation of 12
    - **Debaters Travel To TCU Tourney**
  - **Homecoming Draws Near**
    - Homecoming 1959 is next weekend, November 13 and 14.
  - **Hilltoppers and Free Set-Ups!**

- **COLLEGES—At a Glance**
  - **Rice**
    - Will Rice College members and their dates attempt to win against the worst man tonight with an outdoor dance at the Hempstead. All those attending will be junior members of the Phi Beta Club and must be present.
  - **Texas Christian University**
    - Outstanding week members of the society will travel to Texas Christian University in Lubbock to defend Rice's Southwest Conference championship and College Station for a tournament sponsored by Texas A&M.
  - **Wellesley College**
    - Rice will send a delegation of twelve to TCU, accompanied by Dr. Robert E. Bray, president of Wellesley College, and a faculty sponsor of the Wellesley society.
  - **University of Texas**
    - Those attending the tennis division are: Charles Parnell and Gerald Dancy, John Wolf and Gary Webb, John Shahnolm and Judy Hadden, and Gary Edwards and Joel Rosenthal. Rice will be represented in the junior division by Charles Kirkett and Dwight Hunt and by Bill Fassil and Vic Emanuel.
  - **University of Wisconsin**
    - Several members of this year's squad distinguished themselves in 1958. Parcell and Dancy won first place at the Southwest Conference Tournament last December. Neil Anderson and Harry Reasoner claimed third place at Tulane, the same tournament at which Wolf and Webb and Jim Dufty and Reed Martin tied for first place in the junior division. Debaters will discuss the resolutions: "RESOLVED, that Congress should be given the power (Continued on Page 4)

- **HOMECOMING HOPEFULS—Candidates for Homecoming Queen and Princesses pose for the student body. They are, left to right, Bethie Rollins, Mary Anne Boone, Judy Ley, Barbara Long, Flo Fisher, and Suzy Rhodes. The election is Monday.**

- **Student Senate**
  - **Fresh Frosh Officers To Be Elected On December 7**

**THE HILLTOPPERS**

**College Discipline**

Freshmen With Room Arrest, Probation

Final action by the colleges concerning the invasion of Jones College by Rice freshmen October 19 has been taken. The five freshmen from Will Rice and one from Wiest, have been placed under room arrest for two weeks until the beginning of the Thanksgiving holiday; then they will be confined to the campus from the end of the Thanksgiving holidays until the beginning of the Christmas holidays. The Will Rice alums have been placed on disciplinary probation and the Wiest boy on College probation.

- **Ross Comprehensive probation period will end with (Continued on Page 10)
Words, Please!

A piece of music has been drifting around this campus for almost seven years. Like many others, it has been gone unnoticed for most of that time; but more and more people are becoming increasingly aware of the fact that this piece of music is truly beautiful.

However, the song has failed to "catch on" in some way, for there is not that working group of little known and perhaps have not generally appealed to the student body.

This is extremely unfortunate, for the music was written by a graduate of Rice and entirely to the students — "The Harvard Man." Yet, new words, composed by you yourselves, could and would solve the problem.

Rice's betrayal of spirit has long needed a serious and inspiring song—a song more in keeping with the traditions, prestige, and dignity of a university of this caliber.

We believe that this song is "The Harvard Hymn," but it is up to you to decide.

— M. T.
A Very Timely Question

By HARRY REASONER

The Thresher Columnist

Resolved: That Congress should be allowed to reverse the decisions of the Supreme Court.

The question as a debate topic in 1954 was "War in Vietnam, a justifiable position?". Indeed, there is some question as to whether one could have found teams willing to take the negative side in some parts of the South.

The school segregation decisions serve well to illustrate the controversy about the Supreme Court's actions and proper function. It is claimed by many that those decisions were based on psychological and sociological data rather than the legal aspects of the case. If this be true, then the Supreme Court has used what has traditionally been a function of Congress.

No Direct Check

A No Direct Check on the power of Congress to override the Court's decisions would violate its effectiveness.

Against Imprecise Change

A very harmful and imprecise change—such as in 1956, when it was served over Roosevelt's objections—many aspects of government that we consider valuable today.

This Sunday, November 8, Mr. Roland Pomerat will present an original recital in the Rice Memorial Chapel. Bach's ever-popular "Fugue in D Minor," is among the selections on the program, which will include three well-known chorales. Mr. Pomerat, an administrative assistant at the University of Texas Medical School in Galveston, is the official chapel guest organist this year.

The Rice Choir will also sing.

Ed. Note — This article is to acquaint young engineers, particularly, will be interested in the new opportunities created by Chance Vought's recent realignment into five divisions.
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For every Vought engineer, there is a division to make fullest use of his talents and to speed his personal advancement. And, of course, he is backed by the four other divisions whose balanced activities add security to his company's future.

Vought's realignment indicates a diversification program which began early in 1959. It gears this 42-year-old aircraft and his future.

Vought's five divisions. Please address inquiries and how you can start your career with one of Vought's five divisions. The reason is the attractive cost of living.

In Texas there is no state income tax and no property levies add to your savings. Home ownership is a reality.
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IBM WILL INTERVIEW NOV. 11 & 12

IBM invites candidates for Bachelor's or Master's Degrees to discuss opportunities in Marketing, Product Development and Research... positions throughout the United States.

Laboratories and manufacturing facilities are located in Endicott, Kingston, Owego, Poughkeepsie, Yorktown, N. Y.; Burlington, Vt.; San Jose, Calif.; Lexington, Ky.; and Rochester, Minn. Corporate headquarters is located in New York, with 192 branch offices in cities throughout the United States. The IBM representative will be glad to discuss with you the type of career of particular interest to you. IBM offers:

• Leadership in the development of information-handling systems.
• New applications for data processing and advances in computer technology.
• Favorable climate for continued career growth.
• Opportunities for a wide range of academic backgrounds and talents.

Contact your College Placement Officer to arrange an appointment for a personal interview with the IBM representative.

If you cannot attend the interview, call or write:

Mr. J. E. Russell, Branch Manager
IBM Corporation, Dept. 365
2601 South Main Street
Houston 2, Texas
Capitol 3-4721

IBM INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION

Bruce's for FLOWERS
3120 S. Shepherd
JA 3-5553
Special Student Prices
On All Corsages
Emotion-Filled Film Now at River Oaks

By GEARY EPPELY

Thresher Staff

In an action approaching martyrdom, the River Oaks Theatre presents Houstonians with a rare treat, an outstanding film, "He Who Must Die," a French film adapted from The Greek Passion, a novel by Nikos Kazantzakis, and filmed on the island of Crete under the direction of Jules Dassin, is easily one of the best films of recent years. The action occurs in a small Greek village under Turkish domination near the end of World War I. With the approval of the Turk in charge, the traditional passion play is planned and the characters are selected.

The town where is selected to play Mary Magdalene; her chief consort, to play Pilate; a peasant, innkeeper, and son of the town's leading citizen, to play disciples; and a stuttering shepherd, to play Christ.

As the plot progresses, these players become deeply involved and assume the personalities of the characters they are portraying. With the proposition that if Christ returned to earth, the Christian Church would crucify Him, the picture builds to an end.

Cowell Very Good

Cowell's work, on the other hand, is a well worked statement of musical ideas, illustrating the composer's ability to use unusual orchestral effects and yet keep these within certain limits. What I mean to say is that the genesis of the Cowell work is a guiding musical idea or principal, while Farberman starts with an interest in a specific means of musical statement and ends there, with nothing in between.

The first part of the program saw Leopold Stokowski demonstrate three components of a symphony orchestra, and then, so to speak, put them together. A Sonata Piano Forte by Gabrielli was a revealing glance at the woodwind and brass sections, with woodwinds getting the upper hand although the brass turned in an astonishingly pure performance.

Sir, if it hasn't got it there, it hasn't got it!

Old Dr. Sam has done it again—brought his dictionary up to date in terms of modern Winston usage.

Winston (win'ston), n. A cigarette with Filter-Blend on one end and a wise man on the other.

Filter-Blend (fil'er-blend), n. A happy marriage of art and science. Light, mild, the useful tobaccos are artfully selected, then scientifically processed for filter smoking.

Slogan (slò-jan), n. (e.g., Winston tastes good like a cigarette should). A statement of disputed grammar but unquestioned fact.

Front (frunt), n. (used in conjunction with the preposition "up"). The section of a filter cigarette where it hasn't got it. Also, the section that counts, the section where exclusive Filter-Blend is to be found.

Beowell (bi'well), Nickname for a guy who is always hanging around to cadge Winstons from you.

"There is nothing which has yet been contrived by man by which so much happiness is produced .. ."--Boswell's Life of Dr. Johnson, Vol. 1, Page 620
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**Spice of Rice**

**Will Rice To Have Parking Lot Dance**

*By Wanda Phares and Ann Krieger*

The weather Saturday night was nippy but spirits weren't too dampened. Jerry Willcutt was invested by the most exhausted cheerers of the evening when he left the field at halftime after successfully removing the vicious Clemson tiger's tail.

Greeted by grimacing jack-o-lanterns on the Field House steps, Diane Wooten and Tim Davis, Nancy Johnson and Barton Parks, Sue Kynett and John Summer, Betty Breland and Charles Lindeman rook hopped after the game.

Section Leader's Present. Jones section leaders rounded out the guidance program with a party for the freshmen girls Friday night. In appreciation of a job well done, organizer Barbara Long was presented a gold charm bracelet with the charms "O," "D," "N," "E," "H" by the freshmen and a gold disk with the rice seal by the section leaders. Each section leader was surprised with the letter charm from his section.

Many O.W.L.S. and dates got together Thursday night for a picnic and hayride. Tess Lindsey and Benjamin Sims, Lisa Fitzgerald and Pete Lauz, Karen Olsen and Bob American roast dressed dogs and then took a ride around Memorial Park.

Will Rice is having a Sweetest Dance Friday night at the parking lot of the Houston Tennis Club. This "Cool Dance" will be complete with a bonfire and com- ence.

Jons Formal

Al Marks' orchestra will play for the Jones Formal, Saturday night in the Grand Ballroom. Dancing will be followed by breakfast and tickets are $2.50, Marjie Moore, chairman, has announced.

Sunday evening the party boys of the Navy, the Sextant, will have a reception at the Ellington Field Officer's Club.

"Kaz" Makes It

Phil "Choo-choo" Kuznetzky is the new social chairman for Hamann College.

Junior's invited and invited to come to Nancy Thurmond's house, 2128 Dryden every night this week to work on the class Homecoming float.

**Four Lit Societies Take New Members**

In '59 Fall Rush

Four literary societies received new members this week with the completion of special rush. Eleven girls who attended a general party at Cohen House last Saturday signed their preference cards.

New pledge of the Challice Rice Literary Society are Gal Kneep, Doris Sobh, Sarah Jo Wheeler, and Patsy Yale,

New Owls are Barbara Moore and Judy Norris.

Reene Lippman, Many Brooks and Sarah Winchester joined the Fallas Athena Literary Society, while Melanie Meade and Janet Reynolds chose the Sarah Lane Literary Society.

The Lita welcomed their pledges Tuesday night with the CRLS initiation of an informal party at Nancy Ballard's and the OWLS, a get-together at the home of Carolyn Skelton.

Ann Shamlin was the hostess at the PALS calling-in party and the IILS held a covered dish supper for the needy at Betay Graham's home.

**T Barbers**

2 Manicurists

Shearon Barber's

*Next to Post Office in Village*

Appointments: J A 9-0948

**Minit Man Car Wash**

America's Finest

Finest Car Washing

5001 S. MAIN

5990 HARRISBURG

$1 with Rice ID

---

**SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS:**

THE MEN BEHIND THE HEADLINES

**NAA's On-Campus Interviews**

November 12

**EARLY EVERY DAY you read of another advance in science—whether it's a space vehicle streaking toward Venus or a submarine gliding beneath the polar ice.**

There are the events that make headline news, but even as they are announced to the world, engineers and scientists are planning new and greater achievements—and research shows them the way.

Scientific research always has had an important role at North American Aviation. Today, research projects are underway at more than 150 laboratories in the six North American divisions. They encompass the full scope of modern science.

A cigarette's place in research

Even the ordinary cigarette has a role in scientific research. Scientists at the Aero-Space Laboratories, an organization within North America's Missile Division, use a burning cigarette in a still room to illustrate the difference between laminar flow and turbulence in the boundary layer, the very thin air space that lies along the outer skin of an aircraft or missile. This research is part of a program to find ways to protect missiles, satellites and space ships from burning when they re-enter the earth's atmosphere.

**Toward the Conquest of Space**

The Rocketdyne Division has designed and built the bulk of today's operating hardware in the high-thrust rocket field. Explorer I, America's first satellite, was boosted into orbit by a Titan II rocket engine...and three-fourths of the power for Able IV-Atlas—man's first attempt to reach toward another planet—comes from liquid-propellant engines designed and built by Rocketdyne. Researchers at Rocketdyne delve into the chemistry of propellants, the physics of engine components and what happens within them, the combustion of fuels, combustion of fuels, and the transfer of heat.

2,000 mph manned weapon system

The Los Angeles Division is the home of next-generation manned weapon system, the Mach 3-70 Valkyrie strategic bomber, and America's first manned space vehicle, the X-15. Research engineers in this division investigate manufacturing techniques, conduct studies in aerodynamic, materials and processes, and thermodynamics. They also work with physiologists, biotechnologists, bioengineers, and psychologists to solve design problems concerning human capabilities and limitations that arise from modern weapons and research systems.

**Building better Navy aircraft**

Analysis of aircraft carrier operation is a major research project at the Columbus Division. This division designed and built the Navy's T2J Buckeye jet trainer and the Navy's supersonic, all-weather AJV Vigilante. Research activities are diverse here—from how to illuminate an aircraft cockpit to developing unmanned vehicles and systems to perform within the earth's atmosphere.

**Developing the peaceful atom**

The work at the Atomics International Division of North American is part of a large national research effort aimed at the peaceful atom. Success in the development of economic power from the atom depends on their knowledge in every phase of atomic power systems and their materials of construction. Atomics International research reactors are in service in Japan, Denmark, West Germany, West Berlin, and Italy.

**Opportunities for college graduates**

Today at North American there is outstanding opportunity for the young engineers who want to share the unusual creative problems that face science. You can rapidly build a sound engineering career by working on the top-level projects now underway. Visit your placement office where you'll find all the facts about a challenging and rewarding future with North American.
Ivy Approach To Good Grooming

Generally, the trend on campus is the "natural shoulder" look—or what is better known to most of us as the "Ivy" approach to good grooming.

In colors, last year's lemon green has been replaced by an olive tone—same color family, but a little more definite. This is balanced by a range of "earthy" colors—tans, brown, deep golds, and rusks.

Tabber Collar Tops

Many men feel that shirt styles set the fashion theme, so a quick run-down on shirt news shows that your nearby store will be well stocked with a load of new merchandise. Top trend is the authentic Tabber collar, the traditional British-type tab. Men who get impatient with collar buttons will like the new "Tabber Snap," with the ends of the tabs snapping together.

Also good is the Drake collar, a medium length point with permanent stays. For formal wear, there's the new Arrow button-down oxford cloth formal shirt, which comes equipped with black studs for the front pocket and regular button-down collar. Another bit of news in dress-up wear: striped shirts are making a bold return on campus.

Suits and Jackets

And what to wear with the shirts? In jackets, its natural shoulder, three-button styling; in pants, its trimly cut polished cotton, chino or cotton Bedford cord, as well as slacks. Olive shades and hopsacking are good in suits, though the conservative dark woollen is the backbone of anybody's wardrobe.

The Secret Storm

The Secret Storm

In response to numerous questions about the inner life of Waver and Gole, postpartum, postnatal, postnatal, postnatal... we now give you a quick glimpse into our scrapbook of previously unpublished poems and satirical quips... all of which may be used as Psycho 300 notes in a pinch.

Our Advice

While in our schizophrenic corner (commingling with our shadows) we arrived at this sage advice to the critics (full of neurotic self righteousness) of the Campanilla... ever think how much better off the world would be if there were more red than blue noses.

And speaking of red noses, a word to those looking for masculinity in the bottom of a bottle... as D. O. Hobbs would say, "Show me a man who can hold his liquor and I'll show you a man with a serious kidney problem."

R.O.T.C. Drills

But off the neurophysiologists and on to the mentally insecure. The R.O.T.C. drills on the park... as Hamman... if you have any fears about our national security, this is your chance to succumb, or be seduced if you will, and now analysis is utmost on one side of our schizophrenic minds... the other half, of course, is still firmly rooted to that same old absurd subject. And due to our careful rehabilitation course (we have been reading Peanuts) we are able to present this poem:

"If you ever learn to kiss like that?" she asked in ecstatic tones.

"Phlopping gas," he replied.

Group Analysis

The above was recorded in a session of group analysis, or Math 101 as they call it here, and we found that much as is said, it has no validity for scientific research. But, nevertheless we succumbed, or were seduced if you will, and now analysis is utmost on one side of our schizophrenic minds... the other half, of course, is still firmly rooted to that same old absurd subject. And due to our careful rehabilitation course (we have been reading Peanuts) we are able to present this poem:

Though you're Schindler and Neurotic,
Plagued with episodes Psychotic,
Frightened with Phobias quite Fatal,
Don't be Pessimistic, You're In!
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Whitney and Tom Brad did all the scoring for Red while Geo-
den Groba hit John Wade for the Rover's tally.

In the Friday league Bourbans defeated Cheven 18-4. To
ewl Montgomery hit Wayne Hilgers and Bob Ryene for the TD. 
Meanwhile the Buccaneers led by Tom Pielje rolled over the Fly-
weights 34-7. The Flyweights scored on a 80 yard run by Jack
Robert.

Loneley End

The Weasels Birds, using the Army lonesome nod, continued
their win streak by defeating the Victorious Devils 26-6. Debtly Murphy
continued to hit Frank Hubert as the multiple offense clicked. After
getting off to a good start, the tennis players are fall-
ing off in their matches. All
players are reminded that all
matches not played by Novem-
ber 15 will be forfeit.

Anderson Pleads
Hold That Line

(Continued from Page 2)

world, accentuated by the recent Indo-Pakistan pact and events in
Burma and Indonesia, has
seen the strengthening of our
European allies and growth of
their respect for us as their lead-
er, and a general slowing down of
the communist advance.

Perhaps then the value of
holding the line is that it estab-
lishes a basis for doing business with the Reds—an basis built
on the one thing they under-
stand—strength.

Research projects at Boeing include celestial mechanics, solid state physics, nuclear and plas-
ma physics, advanced propulsion systems, and
space flight.

Expanding programs offer exceptional career opportunities to holders of B.S., M.S. and Ph.D.
degrees in aeronautical, mechanical, civil (structures), electrical-electronic and welding engi-
neering, and in engineering mechanics, engi-
neering physics well as in mathematics and physics. At Boeing you will work in a small group
where individual ability and initiative gain "p" of visibility. You'll enjoy many other advan-
tages, including an opportunity to take graduate studies at company expense to help you get
ahead faster.

We hope you'll arrange an interview through your
Placement Office. We're looking forward to
meeting you.

Monday and Tuesday
November 9 and 10

Boeing
Seattle • Wichita • Cape Canaveral, Florida
Big Blue Seek First Win

By CHUCK YINGLING
Thresher Sports Staff

The Rice Owls will try to keep their hopes for at least a share of the Southwest Conference football title alive tomorrow afternoon at Rice Stadium in a battle between the two best conference teams. The Owls' only loss was to third ranked Texas A&M.

The Owls, holding a 6-1-1 conference record, must win this game to stay in the race. A&M, with a 5-2 mark in league action, would also be virtually out of contention in the event of a loss. The Parkers have beaten TCU, Baylor, and A&M so far, but the only test is the league-leading Texas, fourth ranked nationally. The Owls' only loss was to Texas, in addition to a victory over SMU.

Masty, Speed, and Belly-Wing Coach Frank Boyles will bring the best Rangerback squad since the title year of 1954 into the Rice Stadium. Although the Hogs are relatively small, they boast a very good team speed and one of the league's finest halfbacks in All-Conference Jim Mosty, a sure-fire All-America candidate. Other bright spots in the Porkers' dangerous belly-wing offense are veteran quarterback Jim Monroe and speedy halfback Lance Alworth, Billy Kyser, and John Schnable, who were wisely withheld from action against Clemson, are expected to be ready for the Rangerbacks.

However, also joining the injured list were tackles Robert Johnson and Don Rather, guard Ray Albom, and halfback Gordon Burrell. The extent of their injuries was not known at the time of this writing.

With Burrell, Pollard, and Schnable back, along with the continued improvement of Billy Buck, at quarterback, the Owls should be able to improve on their greatest weakness, the lack of a good passing threat. The Owls also hope to eliminate most of the mistakes which cost them the Clemson game—a pass interference penalty, a fumble, and an intercepted pass.

For the Owls, it's no longer a case of having to win. From now on, the games are going to mean a lot to a winless Rice team.

Arkansas Meeting At 2:00

By JOHN WOLF
Thresher Sports Staff

The sharp passing of Randall Kerbow and Jack Hurlbut, the Rice freshmen rolled over Wharton Junior College last Friday night by the impressive margin of 40-6.

Following close 14-6 and 14-0 defeats by the SMU Colts and the powerful Texas Shorthorns, the game revealed an improved, talented squad. With the drive of victory behind them, the Owlets invade the dusty wasteland of College Station for an encounter with the fighting Fish of Texas A&M.

Good Blocking With Kerbow contributing 64 yards on 9 carries and Sonny Bollman adding 84 on 4 carries, the Owlets backs piled up 305 yards rushing through the weak Wharton line. Up front in the trenches were Jim Jones (205), John Nichols (200), and Johnny Cole (205) supplied vicious blocking.

Meanwhile the aerial attack was accounting for 29 yards on 6 completions. Gene Basset, Ed Joe Peters, Jerry Chandler were steady receivers. The passing of Kerbow and Hurlbut offered hope for the future.

Daniels Lost For Season Physically the squad is in good shape. Following the Wharton game, the only name on the injury list was that of promising halfback Tommy Daniels of Kerrville, who is lost for the season with a separated shoulder.

Barring further injuries the Owlets should be well prepared for the clash with A&M. The following week, November 19, Coach Nick Lanza will escort his mammoth Owlets to the Rice Bowl to meet the Arkansas Razorbacks.

The Owls' only loss was to Texas, in addition to a victory over SMU.

Do You Think for Yourself?

(SHARPEN YOUR WITS ON THIS*)

*If you have checked (D) in three out of four questions, you're probably sharp...but if you picked (C)—man, you think for yourself!*

---

**Texas National Bank OF HOUSTON**

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

**'ONE'S A MEAL'**

Brooks System Sandwich Shops

Fine Food For Everyone

IN THE VILLAGE

2320 Amberst

2128 Portsmouth

IN BRAESWOOD

2332 W. Holcombe

5422 Richmond Rd.

---

**The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows—**

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!

©1950, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp
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